AMWA News

2018 AMWA Physician Award Recipients Selected

October 17, 2017

AMWA Resources

Medical Student and Medical Student/Resident Combo Memberships are available throughout medical school or residency depending on the membership selected.

AMWA is a partner of Futures without Violence, an organization dedicated to eliminating gender-based violence and the empowerment of rural women and girls from September 30 to October 17, 2017.

Meetings/Events

Call for Posters - Sex and Gender Health Education Summit

Museum and Memorial

Hurricane Harvey

AMWA and Hurricane Harvey Relief Efforts: Reaching out to members affected by Hurricane Harvey.

Past Newsflash Highlights

Extend Reimbursement Increases to Air Ambulance Providers

September 7, 2017 - AMWA signs on to letter with Save Our Air Medical Resources to extend reimbursement increases to air ambulance providers.

Support Patients with Dementia

September 11, 2017 - AMWA signs on to CMS letter supporting telemedicine code additions for dementia.

Legislations to Enhance Efforts to Battle Human Trafficking

September 19, 2017 - AMWA writes letter to the Governor of California supporting legislation to enhance efforts to battle human trafficking in the state.

Advocacy

Fight Against Cancer

AMWA Past President - "Modern Miracle Women: Dr. Catharine Macfarlane a Leader in the Fight Against Cancer"

Dr. Kathryn Ko, past AMWA Artist in Residence reflects on the significance of July 1, the 100th anniversary of the passing of the 19th Amendment.

Dr. Farzanna Haffizulla shares work-life balance tips with Doximity

Dr. Suzanne Harrison was featured on a recent On The Dot Article

Member News

Impacts of Sexual Harassment in Academia

Tell Secretary Betsy DeVos to uphold essential Title IX guidance

MWIA asks you to participate in a survey on Sexual Harassment

Economics on women physicians and the workplace

AMWA Presidents Drs. Rohr-Kirchgraber and Templeton, are featured in Medical Economics on women physicians and the workplace.

Giambalvo Grant

AMWA Leaders, Dr. Kim Templeton and Dr. Anne Walling receive the AMA-WPC Giambalvo Grant

AMWA’s Interim Meeting celebrated Women in Medicine Month with local hero awards

AMWA Annual Meeting March 22-25, 2018 Philadelphia, PA

In Memoriam - Dr. Lucy Ozarin

AMWA Annual Meeting 2018 Philadelphia, PA - CALL FOR POSTERS!

Dr. Stacey Watt, AMWA Board Member, in Buffalo Sports Hall of Fame

Newsflash September 29, 2017

AMWA Interim Meeting in Kansas City with Special Event at the National World War I Museum and Memorial

MINORITY WOMEN PROFESSIONALS ARE MVP'S CONFERENCE SERIES: AMWA MEMBERS RECEIVE $100 DISCOUNT

The Language of Leadership

Board Preparation - MEDSTUDY DISCOUNT!
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